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Christmas Holiday program
See the Roster at the end

CHRISTMAS BREAK ROSTER AT THE END..IF YOU WANT TO FLY ON ANY OF THE DAYS RING
THE DUTY INSTRUCTOR BEFORE 0900 ELSE HE MIGHT THINK FAMILY IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN GLIDING
MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Lionel Page starts us off
A late start as I knew that GMW was on it way from Matamata and was not due until 10am. (Unfortunately I
forgot to tell Ruan who was waiting patiently at the gate for who knows how long - sorry Ruan). To add injury
to insult - Peter texted me to tell me that he had had a puncture and was further delayed - so I was in no
hurry to collect the keys.
GMW duly arrived and along with a host of
regulars, we began the arduous task of discussing
how best to put her together. Eventually we
decided to let the least experienced GMW rigging
member take total charge - cheers Andy. After
not too much swearing we had her all reassembled
- Andy, I think you may have a new job!
And so we could commence the real reason we
were all there - a little flying. First up was Andy
to refresh is passenger rating, followed by Ian
getting a little air time in preparation to fly GHS
(his brand spanking new ASW28 (well from his
point of view that is) the following day.
Rahul was next up to get some cross wind take off
and landing experience - very well handled, given
the testing conditions. At one stage I managed to
raise my heart rate when the tow plane appears to
jump 20 meters to the right. (Ruan commenced a
turn just as a gust hit him and the plane was very
suddenly well out to the right - certainly a first
for me to see the tow plane get so far out of
position so quickly - normally it is the student and then you expect it.)
Andy took a trial flighter up for for me - thanks again Andy. A final flight by Rahul and we decided to call it
quits. Everyone left rather quickly once all was put away - no time for cold one. All packed up by 5pm.

Towie Ruan Heynike adds a few details: I arrived at the club at the usual time of 930am with Lionel Page
arriving around the same time, he advised that GMW will be arriving shortly from Matamata so we would be
spending some time to assemble the workhorse. We cracked on and opened up the hangar and I got started
with the pre-flight of RDW. Peter Thorpe arrived with GMW and the assembly team kicked into action, it was
the first time I saw a glider being put back together so I was fairly curious to witness the whole process. It
didn’t take too long and around midday we were ready for some gliding action. The wind was fairly strong, a
SWester at around 15G25KTS although nothing that
concerned us too much.
In the meantime I received a call from my girlfriend
informing me that she cut her hand on a broken pyrex
dish and she was being rushed off to the a&e clinic in
Westgate for a few stitches. She was being well looked
after by a few friends and seemed in good spirits when I
called her so I decided to stay put and carry on with the
gliding. It also happened to be her birthday and it was
planned for her to come out for a glider flight later on in
the afternoon. Around 1pm I got a text from Laura saying
that she’s still up for the flight, four stitches in the hand
wasn’t going to deter her. She arrived and after a chat
with Lionel the decision was to carry out the flight, what
a champion! Off she went with Lionel and he gave her the
royal tour of the skies above Whenuapai, all sorts of cloud
surfing and speed runs, she was ecstatic and couldn’t stop
talking about it, perfect birthday gift.
Another highlight of the day was an all service glider
flight and tow. Johnny Moore came out for a glider intro
flown by Andy McKay and towed by myself, I heard that it
was a rare occasion so some happy snaps were taken
afterwards. A pretty good day out on the field, 7 tows achieved with MW and MP being the only players on
the day.
Three Air Force Chaps, Ruan Heynike Towing,
Johnny Moore in the front seat and Andy McKay
in the back

SUNDAY Instructor Rex Carswell has the say
Not a bad day at all. Started out a little slow and
quiet - not that that is particularly unusual - but
soon developed to quite a 'full on' day with eight
gliders out flying. The weather was sunny with a
moderate sou'wester blowing - enough to keep the
plentiful thermals chopped up a little. While a
few flights had respectable climbs and duration,
the general comment was that the thermals were
skinny, and broken. Twelve of the seventeen
flights made today, were of less than 30
minutes duration.
First launch got away at 1115 hrs with Dave
Todd carrying out the first of two dual
flights in GMW for the purpose of his
Biennial Flight Review. There was a host of
flights in single seaters. Lionel Page in GON,
Steve Foreman in GKP, Dave Todd in GMP,
Tony Prentice in GVF, Andy McKay in GKK,
and Graham Lake in GIV. One of today's

highlights was seeing Ian O'Keefe carry out his first flight in his recently imported Schleicher ASW 28
GHS. Just 26 minutes flown for this first 'sortie', but he launched again later in the day, and in doing so,
had the longest flight of the day - 79 minutes. He had to come back down because the rest of us were
packing up and needing refreshment - while he suffered sore check muscles from the continuous smile he had
on his face. Congratulations Ian - great seeing
it fly - a very nice looking ship.
The other notable 'first' was for Jack Foot
with his first flight in the clubs single seat
Astir GMP. This follows on from his LS4 type
rating achieved recently at Omarama. Jack has
made great progress with his gliding, rewarded
through his steady approach and sensible
mature attitude for a young man. Well done
Jack.
Flight training continued with Brendan Moore
and Rahul Bagchi - both carrying
out consolidation with 'hands on' for most of their flights, tuning their abilities to automatically apply primary
control corrections.

We had two trial flights as well. The Aviation Sports Club CEO - Rob Stuart, brought out his father in law for
a flight. We had a good, but fairly short flight with only 15 minutes. But he enjoyed the 'gliding experience'
none the less. Rob also brought out his young son Oliver for a flight too. Conditions were better for this one,
achieving a 'fun filled' 25 minutes. ....and he got a ride in the towplane
The day felt like summer had arrived
2015 ATC NATIONAL GLIDING CAMP Peter
Thorpe was there
The committee decided that our club should
support the ATC National Gliding Camp held at
Matamata 14-18 December. It was agreed we
would provide our 2 seat glider and an instructor
at no charge as part of our effort to support
youth gliding activities. Accordingly, after flying
on Sunday 13th we derigged MW and I set off in
blustery winds to tow it to Matamata. The course
comprised 20 students, five gliders, three tow
planes and five instructors supported by cadet
force officers and some NZDF permanent staff. Catering was provided by NZDF so all we had to do was fly.
Each instructor had four students and the aim was to teach as much of the A Cert syllabus as we could
subject to weather and student progress. Going solo was possible but not an objective. We rigged MW on
Monday morning with surprisingly little trouble possibly assisted by the fact we had only one chief and lots of
Indians. My four students all had some prior gliding experience so we had a head start and made good
progress through the syllabus. We flew all day from about 0900 to 1630 and then in the evening there were

two hours of A Cert lectures so the students were
pretty tired at the end of each day. The weather
was kind and we only lost two hours one afternoon
when a rain squall rolled in. On Friday the prospect
of going solo was a topic of interest and with some
careful scheduling of flying exercises and filling in
of syllabus sheets I was able to send three of my
students solo. Only one other student achieved
that mile stone so I was pretty pleased with
myself.
Friday afternoon was filled with mandatory buckets
of water over the lucky soloists followed by prize
giving and acknowledgment of the help provided by
organisations such as Air New Zealand, CTC, Royal
Aeronautical Society and Aeronautical Trusts who
all provided funding support and had a senior person
present to award prizes and encourage the
students to continue their interest in aviation.
After that it was time to derig MW ready for the
trip back to Whenuapai on Saturday morning. I
would have made it before 1000 if I had not had a
flat tyre on my vehicle near Maramarua but I did
make it by 1030 so that club members could fly as
usual. I completed 54 dual flights adding up to 11
hrs 9 mins during the week and it was great fun. A
great opportunity for any instructor to sharpen up
his ab initio instructing skills and the enthusiasm of
the students was quite heart-warming.
JACK FOOT'S YOUTH GLIDING CAMP AT OMARAMA
Day one: the first day of my trip to Omarama started off with a rush to air the airport and then finding out
I needed photo ID before getting on the plane to Christchurch??? Soon had that problem sorted with my
school ID that seemed to do the trick. My family said goodbye and I settled into what I thought was going to
be a 40minute wait to board the plane. Five hours later I am just boarding the plane after being delayed 4
times from 1230 departure till 1730 departure. Lesson of the day DO NOT FLY JETSTAR. Once I arrived in
Christchurch I met Peter Town who I was staying with for the night and driving to Omarama with the next
day. Peter did a great job of looking after me and was the official time keeper at Omarama.
Day two: Had a great drive down to Omarama with some pretty amazing scenery. Once I arrived at the
Omarama gliding club I met all the people I would be seeing for the next 11 days and rigged up all the gliders
ready for the next day.
Day three: I woke up in my caravan on day three and learnt pretty
quickly how cold it can get down here (1 degree first thing. Ray
Burns and I went up for an area familiarisation flight. We went up
in one of the Twin Astirs and climbed up on Mt Cuthbert (i.e. Mt
Horrible) . Next thing I know we are at 9500 ft. which I was
pretty stoked with and found out it is quite normal here. We then
flew up to Lake Ohau and I had a good look around and was amazed
by the views. We landed after 1 hour and 22 minutes.
Day four: Day four I did a 1000 ft. check flight with Ray and then
got rated in the single Astir and had a nice evening flight of 56 minutes just around the local area.

Day five: Day five I went up in the Single Astir and hit 8 knots of lift so I released 500 feet early on tow.
As I continued the turn all I got was -10 so I was down after 21 minutes which I was a bit gutted but was still
happy there were plenty of days to come. That evening Phil Southerden and I went up for some mountain
thermalling practice but struck the same problem as before and landed after 12 minutes.
Day 6: 6 Phil and I went back up in the twin Astir to see if we could give this mountain thermalling another go.
It worked very nicely as we got into a strong thermal above Mt Horrible to 8000 feet. Once we were that
high we pushed out into the leading edge of the wave cloud and was greeted with a constant +6 all the way up
to 11 000 feet. We couldn’t go any higher because we didn’t have any oxygen but it was still amazing how easy
it was to go up in the wave.
Day 7: I went up in the single Astir and got to 7000 feet over
Mt Horrible then saw a nice looking cloud on the other side of
the airfield so I went there. I got heavy sink the whole way
there and had to land after 53 minutes of flying which was a
nice flight and really showed me the importance of lookout as
on the ridge the gliders look quite far away and then suddenly
they whiz by you.
Day 8: started off looking quite nice so we got the single Astir
out and on the grid but after 30 minutes of waiting there the
wind picked up gusting 30 knots and showers were coming
through so I canned the idea of flying.
Day 9: No flying because the weather was the same as the day before. Lots of lessons and exploring
Omarama instead!
Day 10: That morning I met the instructor who I was to be flying with that day, comes over and tells me I
would be flying with him in the Duo Discus that day and we would be taking off around 1700 hrs . I met the
instructor out on the grid and we prepped the glider for an awesome flight. We released at Mt Horrible and
flew down to the Omarama saddle before climbing up into the wave. We blasted along the wave at 110 knots
and flew all the way up to Mt Cook at 20 000 feet. I was amazed at view from up so high up and felt like I was
on top of the world. I could see Mt Cook for a bit until it was obscured by cloud. The next thing I know my
fingers and feet start tingling and I start feeling pretty weird. As I was in the back seat the instructor
couldn’t see what was going on. One of the wires on the battery clip on my EDS unit had broken so I had no
idea I was going hypoxic. Lucky the instructor
did – we made a rapid decent down to 14 000
feet where I came right and we carried on with
the amazing flight. As we neared Omarama we
did a few wingovers before joining the circuit to
land. I watched as the instructor did a perfect
approach and round out . As we touched the
ground the noise was deafening and we stopped
really quickly. I heard the instructor swearing
up the front then I realised we had landed gear
up. The glider was alright after an inspection in
the morning. Even with the two dramas this flight was amazing and by far one of my favourite flights.
Day 11: I went up in the single Astir in the morning and got 1 hour 45 minutes flying in thermals and got up to
9 000 feet which was heaps of fun. As I was coming into land I was paranoid about making sure the gear was
down. That night Roger told me I could fly the LS4 tomorrow which I was pretty excited for.
Day 12: I read through the flight manual of the LS4 then went up for a nice 30 minute flight which ended
because the rain was coming. I really enjoyed flying the LS4 as it felt so agile and awesome to fly. That night
was the final dinner and I won the Dick Georgeson prize which gave me $500 towards my flying which was
really appreciated.

It was an amazing camp – I met some really great flying friends and learnt a lot about gliding. I also got to do
some amazing flights.. Thanks to Roger and Kim Read for organizing the camp and making it possible, and to
all the instructors and helpers, and Glide Omarama for the opportunities and guidance. Can’t wait until next
year's camp!
TAILPIECE
Warm Air is taking a wee break over the Christmas holiday period. Merry Christmas and a happy New Year to
you all. Please stay safe out there in whatever you are doing. Be back in 2016.
We are a wee bit short of instructors and towies thru the holiday break, some are getting pushed hard. If
you intend to fly please give the instructor a call before 0900 to stop him making other plans that does not
involve you.
Nathan Graves sent me the Libelle picture below and it seemed obvious you all would like to see it too.
Warm Air

Roster For Dec 15, Jan 2016 including Xmas Break
Date

Dec

27

R BURNS

R CARSWELL

28

P THORPE

R HEYNIKE

29

P THORPE

R CARSWELL

30

R BURNS

P THORPE

31

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

1

P THORPE

D BELCHER

R BURNS

D BELCHER

R CARSWELL

J WAGNER

P THORPE

R HEYNIKE

5

R BURNS

R HEYNIKE

6

* Ring Ray to see
if we have an
instructor

F MCKENZIE

7

R BURNS

R HEYNIKE

Jan

2
3
4

Duty Pilot

Whoever is there

Month

Instructor

Tow Pilot

Notes

* Ring Ray to see
8
if we have an
F MCKENZIE
instructor
If you wish to fly on any of the days during the Christmas break you must call the duty instructor
before 0900 else he might decide family is more important than Gliding
* Ring Ray, if we can find and instructor we can fly
Month

Date

Duty Pilot

Instructor

Tow Pilot

Jan-16

9

K BHASHYAM

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

10

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

J WAGNER

16

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

C ROOK

17

D GREY

R CARSWELL

R HEYNIKE

23

B MOORE

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

24

E MCPHERSON

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

AK

30

I O'KEEFE

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

Anniversary

31

T O'ROURKE

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

Weekend

1

G HEALEY

R BURNS

D BELCHER

Notes

